
FURTHER YOUR TRAINING 

We recommend to agents to quickly link up with other agents online in order to stay current and 

to constantly evolve and improve one’s sales process. Ways to connect online are through 

LinkedIn Groups and forums. Some forums are free like The Insurance Forums, whereas some 

require a paid subscription like, Final Expense 101, Medicare Training 101, Medicare Agent 

Training, Final Expense Superstar. These are perhaps the best places to find agents currently 

sharing what’s working best for them, without having to give up any contracts for information 

and training. 

READ MORE BOOKS! 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

STICKING WITH IT 

Selling insurance, like any business, is a marathon, not a sprint. It’s as much a mental game of 

preparing, organizing, and motivating yourself to sell as it is a physical effort of calling, door-

knocking, mailing, and reaching out to prospects to turn them into (and keep them onboard as) 

long-term clients. Making a sale is not an isolated occurrence that happens instantly; it’s more 

often a long, spiraling cycle that requires laying the groundwork to build your business and 

online brand before even contacting leads, and then following up with clients consistently after a 

sale to keep them on the books. It requires persistence, endurance, and commitment.  

An agent wanting a great easy to read pdf on unique reasons to make calls to keep setting 

appointments, to keep following up, to keep returning calls, is by Sid Walker. His pdf “How to 

Psych Yourself Up While Prospecting” (search for it online) is such a simple and elegant 

reminder of the reasons why we need to keep perservering. Another great book while we are 

talking about books that make you want to keep going forward is the simple read-it-in-a-day, 

“Go For No”. If you get a chance to read that book it will help you look forward to the rejection 

that inevitably comes with sales. Perspective is key, without it an agent can lose focus. 

       

       

     

Throughout this course you will see references to other books that have been trailblazers, and we 
plan to showcase some of the more popular ones on our site in coming months. It’s very 
important that agents immerse themselves in literature of best practices and new ideas, you never 
know what technique you may read next that allows you to compound the growth of your
business. Whether the book is a classic like Frank Betger’s “How I Raised Myself From Failure 
to Success” to David Duford’s “The Official Guide to Selling Final Expense Insurance.”, or 
maybe Jeff Root’s “The Digital Life Insurance Agent: How to Market Life Insurance Online and 
Sell Over the Phone”, these and other books will help any motivated agent quickly become an 
expert in selling life insurance or Medicare Supplements.

JOIN OUR FACEBOOK GROUP!
                      

              
The best way to learn is from those that have accomplished what you are about to set out to do! Join our 

Facebook Group to network with like-minded agents. As they say, “Your network is your networth.”

https://www.finalexpense101.com/
http://medicaretraining101.com/
http://medicareagenttraining.com/
http://medicareagenttraining.com/
http://www.finalexpensesuperstar.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/marketandsellinsurance/?ref=share
https://www.facebook.com/groups/marketandsellinsurance/?ref=share


RETREAT, REGROUP, REREGISTER 

It’s not uncommon for a busy, multi-tasking insurance agent to feel burned out at a certain point. 

Selling can be exhausting! Give yourself a break, if you need to, and then get back on it. Before 

you give up on your insurance dreams, remind yourself of the reason why you started selling 

insurance in the first place and remember some of the most memorable, touching, or funny 

clients you’ve met along the way. These reminders can fuel you toward further sales success.  

To make the sales process easier on yourself, consider putting programs and platforms in place 

that work for you so you don’t have to feel overwhelmed doing all of the work for each sale 

yourself. The next section will explore how to build and maintain an online brand that funnels 

leads right to you to keep business flowing while you are busy with the usual avenues of lead 

generation. 
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